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DOCUMENT #1: Mrs. J. Jolivet

(addressed to the French Legal System)
April 15, 1992
(To) the Judge:
My daughter, Mrs. Valet, received a letter (from the
police), in December of 1991, which urged her to file a
complaint against Philip Savage. I decided to answer this
letter myself since I was the only one who solicited his
He a l i n g Pr a c t i c e . M y d a u g h t e r wa s t h e n o n l y t h e
intermediary.
In case you are not yet in possession of my letter, let me
tell you the facts again. My grandson Arnaud, suffering from
terrible seizures of epilepsy, has been cured by Philip
Savage. His health state was optimum when, after the police
operation of September, Philip Savage was incapable of
continuing his healing cares, a terrible collapse has occurred
due to this detrimental conspiracy.
I myself have also been entirely and instantly (overnight)
healed from an appalling case of Shingles whose terrible
sufferings were then impossible for me to stand.
Everywhere within the organized slandering press
campaign one can hear and read that Philip Savage was
provided with "alleged healing capacities." His abilities are
not alleged at all, but absolutely real. He was truly healing
diseases and no one better than I do, and can, guarantee it!
When I think that one wants to indict him with unlawful
practice of medicine, there are no words by which I am able
to express my revolt and my disgust: If medicine could help
us to be rid of such sufferings, why should we be compelled
to be rescued through such healing practices and moreover
we were then constantly under a medical control!
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With this slandering press campaign, they dared to
pretend that Philip Savage's cares could be hazardous since
he was to interfere with medical treatments.... Only lies.
On the contrary, we have been constantly ordered not to
change in any way the medical treatment.... Only written and
spoken lies!
It matters alot to me that you are apprised of this truth.
Mrs. J. Jolivet
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DOCUMENT #2: Mrs. J. Jolivet
(addressed to U.S. Justice)
Your Honor:
I would like you to know that Philip Savage has been able
to Heal me, overnight (and at a distance), from a terrible
painful disease (shingles), when this affliction (if curable)
is, as a medically demonstrated fact, always extremely
long before it diminishes.
My grandson, who formerly was suffering from severe
epilepsy, has also been healed by Philip Savage's cares.

Philip Savage has been the victim of an unheard -of
defamatory press campaign.
The political police dared to come directly to my home in
order for me to sue him, and since I was denying their lies
and claiming Philip Savage's true Healing results, they dared .
to mock me and endeavored to convince me otherwise.
However, I persevered and am still proclaiming that I
actually have been healed, thanks to his Gift, by Philip
Savage. I want my testimony to be used for his defense.
Respectfully,
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Some of the many reports by Philip Savage's European
Support Committee, established by Mrs. J Jolivet who sent
the .following letter to other patients of Philip Savage
SUPPORT COMMITTEE FOR Philip Savage
(To) Mrs./Mr:
In order to work out my own health problems, for which
official medicine appeared to be ineffectual, I, as yourself,
did apply for Philip Savage's cares. Concerning myself, I
have been utterly satisfied with the results of his "Healing
Practice," since he was completely and instantaneously able
to eliminate for me a very painful disease (shingles).
Similarly, he achieved the healing, step by step, of my own

grandson who was then suffering from extremely serious
epileptic seizures.
In connection with all that, it is needless to say how
shocked I felt regarding the revolting slanderous accusations
of fraud originated against Philip Savage and the defamatory
press campaign deliberately organized and spread throughout
the media.
Given such circumstances, a good many of his former
consultants, in concert with my own determination to clear
Philip Savage of any accusation and to reveal him to be the
innocent victim of a conspiracy, have decided to set up a
su pp or t c ommit tee of whi ch I wa s vote d to be the
chairperson. We have a double goal:
1) To establish the proof that Philip Savage's Healing
Practice has brought an undeniable benefit to a great number
of people who applied for his cares.
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2) To strive for the official acknowledgment of his Gift in
order for the government to give a decision on the efficiency
(and therefore the lawfulness) of Philip Savage's practice. In
the same way, in case of an expected positive decision, we
are demanding as firmly as possible the right for Philip
Savage to resume his practice in our country.
We must stress, as solemnly as we can, that after they had
experienced an unquestionable improvement in their health
condition after Philip Savage's cares, a good many of his
former patients were sentenced to a terrible and sudden

relapse due to the police attack and neutralization of "his"
organization and of "his" collaborators. Because this
prevented Philip Savage from continuing to Heal them, his
patients suffered tremendous grief thereafter.
In actual fact, since the police dared to violate the law by
direct pressure against the consultants and threatening
urgings toward the patients to complain against Philip
Savage, it is incumbent upon ourselves to counter such
appalling methods.
Therefore, we intend to contact and to regroup all the
satisfied patients, to the greatest extent possible, in order to
give them the opportunity to furnish evidence in Philip

Savage's favor, and also in order to organize actions and
responses to counter the trumped-up charges and avoid the
expected foredoomed trial that might otherwise be the case
for Philip Savage.
Consequently, I expect you to send me back the attached
form with all the complementary remarks that you could
consider to be useful and, above all, the medical files relating
to your health condition, before, during and after Philip
Savage's intervention.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Jolivet, Chairman

